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The New Variant in the UK, South Africa, Brazil, Japan and the US
What Do They Mean to the Vaccines?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0csWfr1uvj8

Dealing with the Terms Variant, Strain, and Lineage
The terminology of viral variation can be confusing because the media and
even scientific communications often use the terms variant, strain,
and lineage interchangeably.
The terminology reflects the basic replication biology of RNA viruses that
results in the introduction of mutations throughout the viral genome.

VARIANT: When specific mutations, or sets of mutations, are selected
through numerous rounds of viral replication, a new variant can emerge.

STRAIN: If the sequence variation produces a virus with distinctly different
phenotypic characteristics, the variant is co‐termed a strain.

LINEAGE: When, through genetic sequencing and phylogenetic analysis, a
new variant is detected as a distinct branch on a phylogenetic tree, a
new lineage is born.
The CA Variant is a new variant within a common clade 20C
• 20C is off the lineage from 20A which is a predecessor to 19A (Wuhan)

CLADE: The root source of genealogic branch – aka the virus “Family Tree”
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2776542

The UK variant V1 (B.1.1.7) contains 8
mutations in the spike protein and
maintains the D614G mutation (20A).
One of these, N501Y, appears to
further increase the spike protein
interaction with the ACE2 receptor.
So African variant V2 (B.1.351),
shares the D614G and N501Y
mutations with B.1.1.1.7; and now
the E484K mutation
Brazil P1 variant V3 (B.1.1.248)
shares E484K with SA and has now
moved into Japan
The NEW California variant B.1.427
/B.1.429) has the L452R mutation
and is >50% of CA cases
The New NYC Variant (B.1.52) has a
new S477N mutation allows for
better attachment to the ACE2‐R and
is >20% of NYC cases

COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2): Mutations and Variants
Here’s a general look at how the SARS genome is organized.
• ORF (open reading frame) Orf1a/b, the first big green bar and second green bar (whole virus in
the graphic bottom frame) encodes nonstructural enzymes that are involved in replication and in
protein processing to enable that replication.
• Structural pieces include the S region which codes for the notorious Spike protein, ORF3a, a
structural protein that is near the spike (likely modulates the human inflammation response by
blocking IFN response genes), the gene for the envelope protein (E), the membrane protein
(M), the nucleocapsid protein (N), an RNA polymerase enzyme, and a few other notable protein
coding regions.
COVID-19 Spike Protein:
The RNA virus is about 30,000
nucleotides (DNA mirror image)
which is translated into proteins
via the ribosomal mechanics in
the cytoplasm.
The virus initially makes
interferon inhibiting proteins that
go to the nucleus and shut off the
innate response (Interferon
release) needed to elicit antibody
responses.

Spike
Protein
Coding
Segment

Whole
Virus

https://blogs.sciencemag.org/pipeline/archives/2020/04/21/watching‐for‐mutations‐in‐the‐coronavirus

Diversity Mapping of Mutations (dynamic web application)
mapping of
mutations

A diversity mapping of mutations interactive graphic (entropy, or chance of mutation score).
• Most of the mutations are trivial ones that don’t change what amino acid gets coded.
The second-biggest peak (right at the end of ORF1a and at the ORF1b border) is an example of
entropic spikes and there is a big one right in the middle of the S protein.
• There are several ways to think about this: Many changes in the RNA sequence, ie. Nucleotides to
different amino acid residues, are often silently accommodated in the resulting protein.
• Mutated sequences that have successfully infected humans, tells you that most of them resulted in
being “functional”. Thus, the middle of the Spike protein may not be coding for a crucial residue for
human infection – but -- if you’re developing a vaccine that sets off antibodies to the Spike
protein, you would want to be sure that this diversity doesn’t throw things off, and that the
vaccine generated antibodies will still recognize the mutated variant protein.
Overall, the there is a relative lack of diverse mutations in the S segment suggesting that changes
in this segment are NOT tolerated, and generally do not produce a more viable and/or infectious virus.

The UK Variant 501.V1 ‐ What Does This Mean?
Updated 23 Dec 2020
A new variant strain of SARS-CoV-2 that contains a series of mutations has been described in the
United Kingdom (UK) and become highly prevalent in London and southeast England.
The variant is reportedly accounting for 60% of recent infections in London (Kent region)
The US CDC information:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/scientific-brief-emerging-variant.html
this variant strain has been predicted to potentially be more rapidly transmissible than other circulating
strains of SARS-CoV-2
The variant is referred to as “SARS-CoV-2 VOC 202012/01” (i.e., the first variant of concern from 2020,
December), or “B.1.1.7.” The mutation is N501Y (asparagine mutates to tyrosine at position 501,
sometimes noted as S:N501Y to specify that it is in the spike protein. The UK variant carries many other
mutations, including a double deletion (positions 69 and 70; likely leads to a shape change for S).
The US has only sequenced from about 51,000 of the 17 million US cases (UK sequences 10x more),
CDC has led a national coalition of laboratories sequencing SARS-CoV-2 (SPHERES).

The South African Variant 501.V2 ‐ What Does This Mean?
01.V2 Variant, or simply 501.V2, is a variant of COVID-19. The variant was first detected in South
Africa and reported by the country's health department on 18 December 2020.
Prevalence of the variant is higher among young people with no underlying health conditions
The variant contains several mutations that allows it to attach more easily to human cells (ACE2)
The following three mutations in the receptor-binding domain (RBD) in the spike glycoprotein of the
virus: N501Y asparagine (N) mutation to tyrosine (Y) at amino-acid position 501), K417N (Lysine (K)
mutation to Asparagine (N) at 417, and E484K (Glutamate (E) mutation to Lysine (K) at 484.
• The N501Y mutation has also been detected in Australia and the United Kingdom and now the US
• These mutations have been observed through whole genome sequencing surveillance, The UK is
doing about ten times as much genomic sequencing as the US.(we do not know the US presence)
• . Several genomic sequences from this lineage have already been submitted to the GISAID
sequence database
• “This one (mutant strain) has eight mutations in the Spike protein, with three of them
(K417N, E484K and N501Y) that may have some functional role.”…. Lowe, Derek (22 December
2020). "The New Mutations". In The Pipeline. American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Retrieved 23 December 2020

Updated 23 Dec 2020

The Japanese New Variant ‐ Is it Different Again?
Updated 12 Jan 2021
• The mutation was detected in four people who arrived at Tokyo’s Haneda airport on Jan. 2 after traveling
from Brazil’s Amazonas state, including a man having breathing difficulties and another with a fever
• Japan has a population of 126 M. At 7000 cases per day that is 230/100K per day; The UK has a population
of 66 M and a rate of 4790 cases/100K per day and the US at 330M is 7121/100K per day.

• The newest variant appears to be different from the strains in cases in Britain and South Africa.
While the strains discovered in Britain and South Africa spread more easily, there is no evidence of the
mutated viruses being associated with more severe disease outcomes.
• The variant of the virus discovered in Japan belongs to the
B.1.1.248 strain (20B clade) and has 12 mutations in the
spike protein.
• The new Brazil strains likely came to Japan
• The Olympics are likely a problem with this new variant
• More info will follow in more updates

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/11/japan‐covid‐variant‐how‐
it‐compares‐to‐strains‐in‐uk‐south‐africa.html

>6000 daily cases
and climbing –
230/100K, or 2
times the rate
state of California
at 107/100K

Mutations in COVID‐19: What Do They Foretell?
Updated 12 Jan 2021
•
•
•
•

SARS‐CoV‐2 is closest to SARS‐CoV (80%) and MERS‐CoV (60%) in structure.
The high prevalence of COVID‐19 is a result of a lack of symptoms at onset.
The COVID‐19 complete genome was annotated to possess 14 open reading frames (ORFs) encoding 27 proteins
This study evaluated 11 complete genome sequences of different coronaviruses using BAST and MAFFT software
and they examined selected seven types of structural proteins.
• They conclude that COVID‐19 might produce new mutations, specifically in glycoproteins, so caution and
complete preparation by health authorities is required.

Global Transition and Infectious Change of G614

• In the early months of the pandemic, D614 was
replaced by G614 and remains so in the US.
• G614 infected subjects in Sheffield England had
lower PCR Ct scores suggesting higher viral
loads vs D614.
• More mutations to the RBM (motif). Particularly
N501Y (UK and SA) have made the virus more
infectious, >70%.

Note the lower Ct score for G614
Ct = 25  22

Yang; https://www.pnas.org/content/117/48/30679
Dawood; https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2052297520300251 https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.
Korber; https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0092867420308205 1101/2020.04.29.069054v1.full.pdf

Mutations in COVID‐19: More Infectious Is More Dangerous
Updated 12 Jan 2021

• The CDC notes that there is no evidence that
the new mutations cause more severe illness
or increased risk of death.
• Yet, the transmission of a more infectious
variant could spur exponential growth in the
number of COVID‐19 cases and this could lead
to more deaths.
• The UK and SA mutations (N501Y, etc) are
leading to greater numbers of infected.

50% more
infectious strain

50% more lethal strain

The UK is
exponential
(as is Ireland)
The South
Africa rate is
climbing

Jan 2021

The original strain

https://www.cfr.org/in‐brief/how‐dangerous‐are‐new‐covid‐19‐strains

Review of the COVID‐19 Life Cycle  “Infection to Infectious”

Asymptomatic period

Compilation of SARS-CoV-2 Spike Mutations
Site Locations in Humas and Animals
Red spheres: United Kingdom (UK) variant,
Blue spheres: South African (ZA) variant,
Magenta: both UK/ZA variants,
Yellow spheres: animals as indicated in the inset.
NTD: Amino-terminal domain.
RBD: Receptor binding domain
• Recently, the SARS-CoV-2 variant emerging in the UK
has acquired 17 mutations, including 8 in the spike
region (Rambaut et al., 2020). An apparently
independent lineage emerged in South Africa that also
has multiple spike mutations (Pond et al., 2020).
• Spike mutations have also occurred during interspecies
transfers of SARS-CoV-2 from humans to animals.
• RBD mutations, which are of importance because
some may provide both immune escape and a fitness
advantage
https://virological.org/t/mutations‐arising‐in‐sars‐cov‐2‐spike‐
on‐sustained‐human‐to‐human‐transmission‐and‐human‐to‐
animal‐passage/578

The COVID‐19 Phylogeny (aka “Variants” D614  to ‘VUI – 202012/01’; Green)
South Africa has “VUI – 202012/02” and maps to the green
Interactive Graphic web site

VUI – 202012/01

https://www.gisaid.org/epiflu‐applications/phylodynamics/

The COVID‐19 Variant ‘VUI – 202012/01’ ‐ Found in the UK in December 2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/phe‐investigating‐a‐novel‐strain‐of‐covid‐19
• Public Health England’s (PHE) has a proactive and enhanced
monitoring program observing the increase in cases seen in
Kent and London (the fast‐growing 20A.EU1 cluster)
• The variant has been named ‘VUI – 202012/01’ (the first
Variant Under Investigation in December 2020).
• As of 13 December, 1,108 cases with this variant have been
identified, predominantly in the South and East of England.
• This variant includes a mutation in the ‘spike’ protein.
Changes in this part of the spike protein may result in the
virus becoming more infectious (Ro Δ of 1.1  1.5)
• There is currently no evidence that this strain causes more
severe illness; However, a higher Ro means more people
can be infected and this could raise hospitalization numbers
and “long hauler” problems for health care.
•

•

Mutation N501Y (B.1.1.7) is one of six key
contact residues in the RBM (receptor binding
motif) which can increase binding affinity to
human and murine ACE2.
Mutation P681H is immediately adjacent to the furin
cleavage site, a known location of biological
significance for the receptor to flay open.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1
101/2020.10.25.20219063v2

The COVID‐19 Variant Spike Protein Mutations: Mink (Y453F) vs S:A222V
Variant Spike Protein Y453F (mink in Denmark) versus A222V (UK variant) in the receptor binding domain (RBD) of S1
A222V does not lead to the same large increases in the titers of spike‐pseudotyped lentiviral (surrogate model for
testing) that has been observed for the D614G mutation. Mink, like their relative, the ferrets, are also susceptible.
Mink strain: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the‐real‐danger‐posed‐by‐coronavirus‐infected‐mink/

COVID‐19 Genome: Variant Spike region is shaded red

S:N439K (green spots; asparagine to lysine) is found across Europe
(particularly Ireland and the UK), is located in the RBD, and is an escape
mutation where a spike protein antibody, C135, does not work.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.25.20219063v2

SARS-CoV-2 carrying G614 has replaced D614 as the predominant circulating variant
Los Alamos Labs (https://www.lanl.gov/updates/sars-cov-2-variant.php; 3-D graphic not incl)
The Wuhan virus started as Clade
19A (614D) but mutated via Europe
D614G(D  G; aspartate 
glycine at 416) and went into NYC.

ACE2
Spike Head
(S1)

The G mutation effect:
The spike trimer is thus
less “closed” which
increases the ability of the
receptor binding
domain (RBD) with ACE2.

RBD trimer
(S1)

RBD
(S1)

Spike Stalk
(S2)

Emergent COVID‐19 Lineage from Manaus, Brazil: P.1
There are now 50% of the states reporting some variant present
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019‐
ncov/transmission/variant‐cases.html

The cases identified above are based on a sampling of SARS‐
CoV‐2‐positive specimens and do not represent the total
number of B.1.1.7, B.1.351, and P.1 lineage cases that may be
circulating in the United States. B.1.1.7 represents the majority.

Brazilian strain P.1.

New York Variant: B.1.526

• As of 22Feb21 Florida
now has the P.1. variant
• SA B.1.351. is in the
Carolinas and WI

• California now has the
L542R variant CAL.20C
Calif variant B.1.427/B.1.429
https://www.firstcoastnews.com/mobile/article/news/regional/florida/
p1‐covid‐variant‐florida/67‐7b67c318‐1de9‐465f‐a633‐e8c5d9770766

South African B.1.351.

UK strain B.1.1.7.

Emergence and spread of a SARS‐CoV‐2 variant through Europe in the summer of 2020

Europe:
S:A222V
mutation
on a S:D614G
background
(Orange)

• The latest novel variant (orange; 20A.EU1) with mutation • Despite travel restrictions and quarantine requirements,
S:A222V on a S:D614G background emerged in early
we estimate 20A.EU1 was introduced hundreds of times
summer and is common in most countries with recent
to countries across Europe by summertime travelers,
sequences. 20A.EU1 is not the cause of the European
likely undermining local efforts to keep SARS‐CoV‐2
‘second wave.’
cases low.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.25.20219063v2.full.pdf

N439K Enhances Binding Affinity to the hACE2 Receptor
The mutations are able to escape the neutralizing activity of some monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
• Mutations are continuously accruing in the
SARS-CoV-2 virus
• There is currently no reason to believe that
there is anything exceptional about the
mutations compared to previous variants.
• Figure depicts the genetic tree showing
relationship between global SARS-CoV-2
variants with N439K Spike variants
highlighted in color.
• Two significant N439K lineages, lineages i
and ii, have been detected to date (Vertical
bars indicate the global lineage, presence
of N439K, or presence of D614G.
• Most of the potential therapies are
programmed to target different regions of
the spike protein reducing mutationdirected risk.
https://www.cogconsortium.uk/news_item
/explainer‐sars‐cov‐2‐mutations‐what‐we‐
have‐learned‐from‐new‐fast‐growing‐
lineages‐and‐the‐spike‐n439k‐variant/

•

Lineage of the B.1.177 (gold highlight) has been spreading in
Europe (UK) and likely originated in Spain; the A222V
mutation of the S1 region may confer Ro change

The COVID‐19 UK Variant ‘VUI – 202012/01’ ‐ Found in the UK in December 2020
3‐D rendering of the three amino acid substitution mutations
The spike trimer binding motif is affected by the three mutations
N501Y and K417N plus 69-70 del mutation

The spike trimer end-on

ACE2

B.1.1.7. in the UK has about 17 mutations and an increase in ACE2 binding
The South African variant (501.V2) does not have the deletions and other changes
The Welsh variant has deviated from B1.1.7 and is not spreading rapidly

The UK Variant found in Kent: 3 RBD mutations N501Y and N417K and 69-70 Deletion
What has been observed in the distribution of infections with the new variant?
UK variant: VOC 202012/01
The new variant will lead to a wave of coronavirus
cases and deaths that will peak in spring 2021 for
London, the South East and east of England and cases
and deaths will peak in summer 2021 for the rest of
the country.

VOC 202012/01
(Blue; UK variant)
preexisting strain
(Blue)

The new coronavirus strain appears to be
'particularly marked' in children:
• The UK variant is most at issue among secondary
schoolchildren,
• Those in Year 7 to Year 11 (UK system) are seeing
the highest rates of infection among the childhood
populations.
*** More infections in children by almost a factor of 2
From: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐
9088561/Super‐infectious‐mutant‐strain‐coronavirus‐likely‐
affect‐children‐claims‐study.html

The South African Variant: 3 RBD mutations N501Y, E484K and K417N
What has been observed in the distribution of infections with the new variant?
SA variant: VOC 202012/02

The 501Y.V2 variant, also known as 20H/501Y.V2,
B.1.351 lineage and South African COVID‐19 variant,
is a variant of SARS‐CoV‐2
The N501Y mutation has also been detected in the
United Kingdom but the SA strain is off Clade 20C
while the UK strain is off Clade 20B.
Two mutations found in 501.V2, E484K and K417N,
are not found in the UK strain . Also, 501.V2 does
not have the 69‐70del mutation found in the other
variant
The E484K amino acid change, a receptor‐binding‐
domain (RBD) mutation, was reported to be
"associated with escape from neutralizing
antibodies" which could adversely affect the efficacy
of spike protein‐dependent COVID vaccines

The SA variant: N501Y, E484K. K417N and no 69-70 deletion
From: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐
9088561/Super‐infectious‐mutant‐strain‐coronavirus‐likely‐
affect‐children‐claims‐study.html

The South African Variant S:501Y,V2: 3 RBD mutations N501Y, E484K and K417N
The mutations allow for lower Ct values  higher viral production
SARS-related (sarbecovirus) subgenus of betacoronaviruses
comprises a diverse lineage of viruses that circulate in bat
reservoirs and spill over into other mammalian species. The
RBD possesses considerable mutational tolerance.
The RBD is the target of the most potent anti-SARS-CoV-2neutralizing antibodies identified to date. A substantial
number of mutations are well tolerated or even enhance
ACE2 binding, including at ACE2 interface residues that vary
across SARS-related coronaviruses. RBD residues that contact
K31ACE2 and K353ACE2 are “hotspots” of binding for SARSCoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2. 501Y shows lower Ct scores

S:501Y,V2

Lower Ct
score =
more
infectious

The SA variant changes allow for 1) more virus, and 2) easier attachment to human cells because of three
mutations in the RBD SP region of the virus: N501Y. K417N and E484K. Two of these mutations (E484K and
N501Y) are within the receptor-binding motif (RBM) of the receptor-binding domain (RBD).
The South African (SA) variant (501.V2) has about 18 mutations off Clade 20C
It differs from the UK off Clade 20B without the 69-70 deletions

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/501.V2_variant

https://www.slideshare.net/sabcnews/the‐2nd‐covid19‐wave‐in‐
south‐africa‐transmissibility‐a‐501v2‐variant; slide 10 (above)

Emergent COVID-19 Lineage in Manaus, Brazil: P.1
20B clade: N501Y, E484K and N417KK417T
The P.1 variant was detected circulating in December in
Manaus, Amazonas state, north Brazil, where very high
attack rates have been observed.
The new lineage, named P.1 (descendent of B.1.1.28),
contains a unique constellation of lineage defining
mutations, including several mutations of known
biological importance such as E484K, N417K (SA
strain) K417T, and N501Y. The variant carries 17
unique amino acid changes, 3 deletions, and 4
synonymous mutations, and one 4nt insertion compared
to the most closely related available non-P.1 sequence.

N501Y + E484K = 13x higher affinity to Ace2
Importantly, the P.1 lineage was identified in 42% (13 out
of 31) RT-PCR positive samples collected in late
December. The variant was absent in 26 genome
surveillance samples collected Mar-Nov 2020..
Faria, et al., 2021; https://virological.org/t/genomic‐
characterisation‐of‐an‐emergent‐sars‐cov‐2‐lineage‐in‐manaus‐
preliminary‐findings/586

Each dot represents a SARS‐CoV‐2 genome,
with branches connecting related viruses to
their ancestors.
The center: original virus introduced into
humans. Viruses furthest from the center carry
more mutations. Highlighted in gold are the
three new major variant strains.
Illustration:
https://images.theconversation.com/files/379429
/original/file‐20210119‐23‐1p1uyv7.png

A Novel COVID‐19 Variant (L452R) Emerging in Southern California
Most current cases Los Angeles fall into two distinct subclades:
1) Clade 20G (24% of total in the US); and,
2) Is another relatively novel strain offshoot of Clade 20C.
•

CAL.20C strain (∼36% of total) is defined by five concurrent
mutations. A dramatic growth in the relative percentage of
the CAL.20C strain began in November of 2020.

• The predominance of this strain coincides with the increased
positivity rate seen in this region. Unlike 20G, this novel
strain CAL.20C is defined by multiple mutations in the S
protein, a characteristic it shares with both the UK and South
African strains.

B.1.1.7 (UK) off clade 20B:
2020501Y.V1; and
B.1.351 (South Africa) off
clade 20C: 2020501Y.V2

19A =
D614

20A =
D614G

UK

20B =
D614G

Brazil
20C =
D614G

SA
20G
CAL.
20C

• CAL.20C ( L452R ) accounted for more than half of the virus
genome samples in Los Angeles laboratories collected Jan. 13
• CAL.20C has over 30 mutations since emergence of 19A
• Mutations in this domain may be resistant to polyclonal sera
as seen in convalescent patients or those post‐vaccination.
Zhang, et al; 2021; novel SARS‐CoV‐2 strain in Southern California;
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.18.21249786v1

CAL.
20C

A Novel COVID‐19 Variant (L452R) Emerging in Southern California

The SARS‐Cov‐2 30K bp genome and mutations – The Spike Protein = Key teeth

Emergence of a Novel SARS‐CoV‐2 Variant 20C/S:452R in Southern California
Cedar Sinai Hospital Cases in GOLD
CAL.20C is emerging as
the prominent variant
in SO CA and all CA

All California

The UK Variant v1 is
also evident.
Unlike clade 20G (the
largest clade in No.
America), CAL.20C is
defined by 3 mutations
in the Spike protein
characterizing it as a
subclade of 20C.

UK v1
Brazil v3
And now Japan

35% by
Feb 1
CAL.
20C

Clade 20G
Southern California

The S protein
mutations L452R, S13I,
W152C are within the
known receptor
binding domain (RBD).
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2776543

CAL.20C

>50% by
Feb 1

20E (EU1)
CAL.
20C
Clade 19A
Wuhan

So Africa v2

2020 Alterations

40 mutations

Mutations Found in the New York Variant B.1.526
B.1.526 lineages comprise
two main mutations: E484K
and S477N; Both
mutations are located
within the S1 RBD of the
spike protein.
E484K avoids neutralization
by numerous antibodies.
The E484K mutation has
been identified in SA
B.1.351 and in the Brazil
variant B.1.1.248.

B.1.526 contains
E484K and S477N
Mutations
(red circles)

S1

S2

Antibody fragments (Fabs) binding to S‐sites

The S477N site is
shown in the S1
RBD near a branch
containing the
E484K mutation

S1 Head‐
On View

Figures b – g depict
S477N is near the binding
small antibodies
site of multiple antibodies.
(Fabs; IgG digested
It increases viral infectivity
to monomeric Abs)
by enhancing ACE2 binding
binding on specific S
of the spike protein.
domains; only c and
g bind to the S477N
https://www.news‐medical.net/news/20210216/Detection‐
or E384K areas
of‐emerging‐SARS‐CoV‐2‐variant‐in‐New‐York.aspx

Emergence of Seven Lineages of SARS‐CoV‐2 Spike Protein Variants
Variants affecting amino acid position 677
•

Genomic surveillance programs have detected the rapid rise of numerous clade 20G (lineage B.1.2)
infections carrying a Q677P substitution in the Spike region.
• The variant was first detected in the US in Oct, yet between 01 Dec ‐19 Jan now representing 27.8%
and 11.3% of all SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes sequenced from Louisiana and New Mexico, resp.

•

Q677P has been detected predominantly in the south central and southwest United States; as of 03 Feb
2021, GISAID data show 499 viral sequences of this variant from the USA.

•

Family Tree analyses reveals evolution and spread of at least six distinct Q677H sub‐lineages, with first
collection dates ranging from mid August to late November, 2020.

•

Four 677H clades from clade 20G (B.1.2) , 20A (B.1.234), and 20B (B.1.1.220, and B.1.1.222) each contain
roughly 100 or fewer sequenced cases, while a distinct pair of clade 20G clusters are represented by 754
and 298 cases, respectively.

•

Proximity of this position to the polybasic cleavage site (Furin site at the S1/S2 boundary) are consistent
with its potential functional relevance during cell entry, suggesting parallel evolution of a trait that may
confer an advantage in spread or transmission.

Hodcroft, et al., 2021; Emergence in late 2020 of multiple lineages;
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.12.21251658v1.full.pdf

Emergence of Seven Lineages of SARS‐CoV‐2 Spike protein variants
Variants affecting amino acid position 677 affect the “Quick Release” into the Host
The Furin cleavage site (a poly basic break point to allow the RBD
to break from the stalk upon entry) is close to the variant 677 site.
The polybasic site strongly impacts viral replication in culture and as
well as pathogenesis in animal models. Important to continue to
monitor this site as it may increase infection risk.

Nextstrain phylogeny of 677H and 677P lineages

ACE2 Receptor
Binding Motif

S1 (RBD)

Q677P site (arrow) at the
Furin Cleavage site (FCS)
separating S1 and S2 regions

20A
D614G

19A
Furin site
FCS

Wuhan

S2 (stalk)
19 = 2019; 20 =2020; 21 = 2021
Hodcroft, et al., 2021; Emergence in late 2020 of multiple lineages;
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.12.21251658v1.full.pdf

The Q677P site (arrow) Is Adjacent to the Furin Cleavage Site
This can afford the virus a faster “unlock” of S1 from S2

FCS

Furin Cleavage
Site (FCS)
separates S1
and S2 regions
Nafamostat
blocks
TMPRS22

FCS

TMPRS22 works with the ACE2‐R

The serine protease TMPRSS2, activates
hemagglutinin (HA) in the human respiratory
tract for influenza pathogenesis.
• TMPRSS2 (transmembrane protease serine
S1, member 2; also designated epitheliasin)
and HAT (human airway trypsin‐like protease;
also designated TMPRSS11D) are HA‐cleaving
proteases present in the human airway
epithelium.

Genomic Stability of COVID‐19 Was Thought To Be Good News for Vaccine Design
Then we found out some surprises about COVID‐19
• When SARS‐CoV‐2 first emerged, scientists expected it to evolve slowly because the virus copies
its big RNA genome with a polymerase that also corrects errors, thus minimizing the chance for
certain types of mutations.
• This enzyme functionality isn’t present in other RNA viruses such as influenza and HIV
• Both flu and HIV accumulate single nucleotide polymorphisms, where one nucleotide is
substituted for another, much more quickly than is expected for COVID‐19.
• This genomic stability was thought to be good news for vaccine design.
• SARS‐CoV‐2 is mutable—and might put up a fight against neutralizing antibodies that go
Trimer
after the spike protein of the virus
Trimer
• SARS‐CoV‐2 tends to delete portions of RNA that encode the N‐terminal Trimer
domain (NTD) of the spike, a mutation that its proofreader can’t detect.
• Simple deletions rapidly alter an entire stretch of amino acids and
more rapidly alter the 3‐D structures antibodies depend upon to bind. NTD
• Of deletions found in over 1100 genomes, 90% were located at one of
four sites in the NTD
Olena, editorial; Feb 16, 2021; https://www.the‐scientist.com/news‐opinion/sars‐cov‐2‐with‐
genomic‐deletions‐escapes‐an‐antibody‐68453
McCarthy, et al., 2021; https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2021/02/02/science.abf6950

CTD

Recurrent Deletions in the SARS‐CoV‐2 Spike Glycoprotein Drive Antibody Escape
Recurrent Deletions (Δ) vs Nucleotide Substitution Changes
• Coronaviruses acquire substitutions more slowly than other RNA viruses, due to a proofreading RNA
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) polymerase.
• SARS-CoV-2, however, overcome this slow substitution rate with the spike glycoprotein allowing for
recurrent deletions.
•

The variants of global concern are RDR variants and include Mink Cluster 5 (Δ69-70; Denmark mink farms) ,
The UK variant B.1.1.7 (Δ69-70 and Δ144/145), and South Africa’s B.1.351 (Δ242-244)

• Deletion variants frequently occur in domains called the recurrent deletion regions (RDRs), which map
to defined antibody epitopes. Acquisition of deletions in the amino (N)-terminal domain (NTD) of the S
(spike) glycoprotein often occurs during long-term infections of immunocompromised patients.
• Such a patient was Pittsburgh long-term infection 1 (PLTI1) who was infected and died 74 days
later. The patient acquired two new variants in the NTD.
• Deletions in RDRs confer resistance to neutralizing antibodies. By altering stretches of amino acids,
deletions appear to accelerate SARS-CoV-2 antigenic evolution and may, more generally, drive
adaptive evolution.
McCarthy, et al., 2021; antibody avoidance by glycoprotein change in spike protein;
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2021/02/02/science.abf6950/tab‐pdf

Variants May Be Driven More by Deletion Than By Substitution
Recurrent Deletion Regions (RDRs) on one Trimer
color coded in a Spike Trimer (4 regions (right)
Antibody

Trimer
•

SARS‐CoV‐2 tends to delete
portions of RNA that encode the
N‐terminal domain (NTD) of the
spike, a mutation that its
proofreader can’t detect.
• Of deletions found in over
1100 genomes, 90% were
located at one of four sites in
the NTD (McCarthy, 2021)

Trimer
Trimer

Trimer with
four RDRs

• The variants of global concern are RDR variants and include Mink Cluster 5 (Δ69-70; Denmark mink
farms) , The UK variant B.1.1.7 (Δ69-70 and Δ144/145), and South Africa’s B.1.351 (Δ242-244)
McCarthy, et al., 2021; antibody avoidance by glycoprotein change in spike protein;
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2021/02/02/science.abf6950/tab‐pdf

Structural analysis of full-length SARS-CoV-2 spike protein:
An advanced vaccine candidate: NOVAVAX
and Why the New Variants Are Unlikely to Change Vaccine Efficacy
Analysis of safety and immunogenicity of the Novavax SARS‐CoV‐2‐
3Q‐2P‐FL immunogen in mice and baboons revealed strong B and T
cell responses to the vaccine with no evidence of vaccine‐associated
enhanced respiratory disease.
Phase 1 and 2 clinical trial results showed that the vaccine induced
immune responses exceeding levels seen in COVID‐19 patients.
Overall, they found that NVAX‐CoV2372 is stable, homogeneous, and
locked in the antigenically preferred prefusion conformation. A variant
form of the Spike Protein will not likely depress efficacy.
The vaccine protein demonstrates structural, biophysical, and antigenic
characterization now complete, ongoing evaluation in humans will
provide the true proof‐of‐principle for this vaccine concept.
BUT WHAT ABOUT DELETIONS?

Bangaru; et al. Nov 2020;
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/370/6520/1089

The Danish Problem of a Mink COVID Variant: Is there a New Human COVID Concern?
Mink‐associated mutation Y453F
in the SARS‐CoV‐2 spike protein

Neutralization of the
SARS‐CoV‐2 ΔFVI‐spike mutant virus (a test strain)

No change
in Ab titers
For V1

Low, moderate and high titer convalescent plasma (CP) to the
wild type Spike Protein versus the “mink FV1 variant”.
B) The crystal structure of a closed pre‐fused spike
trimer [PDB: 6ZGE] with the position of the Y453F
variant located in the receptor binding region (RBR).
C) The Y453F variant in the receptor binding domain
fosters the complex with a host ACE2 receptor

Neutralization of the wild type occurs at titers in excess of
1:320 and that falls into the “High” titer category (right side)
Also, two patient’s convalescent plasma samples were
equally effective in neutralizing the spike protein.

THUS, There does NOT seem to be a neutralizing issue
https://files.ssi.dk/Mink‐cluster‐5‐short‐report_AFO2

COVID-19 Variants: A SUMMARY (Feb 1st)
• The SARS‐CoV‐2 (COVID‐19) outbreak from Wuhan, China, spread to Europe and the US via two paths: The Wuhan
strain D614 to Seattle/SF and a mutant D614G (aspartate to glycine mutation at position 614 in the Spike protein)
variant through the Middle East and Italy then to NYC..
• In the UK we have seen a rise in a new variant of Clade 20B, 20A.EU1/V1 is a N501Y strain with 69‐70 deletion
• The SA strain is off Clade 20C (2020/501Y/V2) and has 3 RBD changes N501Y, E484K, and N417K
• The Brazilian strain is different from the SA strain by N417K (SA strain) K417T with N501Y and E484K
• The newest is the CAL.20C (L452R) off the 20C clade.
• Most current cases in the So CA population in LA fall into
two distinct subclades: 1) 20G (24% of total) is the
predominant subclade currently in the United States 2) a
relatively novel strain in clade 20C, CAL.20C strain (~36%
of total) is defined by five concurrent mutations.
• The increased percentage of CAL.20C strain began in
November of 2020. https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.01.18.21249786

• Variant N439K (asparagine to lysine @439) enhances
binding affinity to the hACE2 receptor and is able to escape
the neutralizing activity of a few monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs), including one in clinical trials, and from antibodies
present in convalescent sera.
• Masking and social distancing can still suppress the spread.

SPHERES genomic sequencing:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019‐ncov/covid‐
CDC: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019‐
data/spheres.html
ncov/more/science‐and‐research/scientific‐brief‐emerging‐ Emergence of strains in the summer:
variants.html
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.25.20219
063v2.full.pdf
UK info:
https://www.sciencemediacentre.org/expert‐reaction‐to‐brief‐
https://www.cogconsortium.uk/news_item/explainer‐
summary‐of‐nervtag‐opinion‐from‐the‐nervtag‐meeting‐on‐
sars‐cov‐2‐mutations‐what‐we‐have‐learned‐from‐new‐
sars‐cov‐2‐variant‐under‐investigation‐vui‐202012‐01/
fast‐growing‐lineages‐and‐the‐spike‐n439k‐variant/

A very informative
display of the
world infections
over Jan to Feb
2020: CLICK PLAY:
https://www.gisaid
.org/epiflu‐
applications/phylo
dynamics/
Below:
Slider for display
of Points of
Mutation for the
original genome vs
later variants;
S = Spike domain

The COVID Natural History, and the 20% who Get Serious Infection
Previous Coronavirus infections and the interferon blockade
PCR Ct
values

These are people who are
infectious and a danger to
the community due to
shedding.

5
10

The PCR tests can be POS or
NEG but the Ct values <30
can tell us more.
• Ct is cycles needed to
reveal a POS signal

15
20

Infectious
shedding

25
PCR POS has Ct values 1 ‐ 40.
The LOWER the number the
more virus you are shedding

30
35
40

Who are these 20%???

20% of people achieving
high viral loads may be
hospitalized and 3% of all
PCR POS subjects may die.

Endemic Coronavirus (the Common Cold) Infections  Less Severe COVID‐19?
There are four common cold coronaviruses that we all catch at some stage. We generate antibodies to
them, but our immune memory of them fades over time, and we get re‐infected.
Their names are all too easily forgotten—OC43, HKU1, 229E, and NL63. Tested as comprehensive respiratory
panel PCR (CRP‐PCR) for endemic CoVs.
There have been hints that exposure to these common coronaviruses might offer some protection from
COVID‐19, mostly by looking at signs of immune memory in blood samples taken from before the pandemic.
Patients with documented Hx of
endemic coronavirus (with: eCoV+,
133 pts) and not (without: eCoV‐,
1679 pts) were examined for hospital
stays, ICU status, and CRP‐PCR
positivity duration.

Summary:

Past eCoV
infections
drives
down
risk

eCoV+ had better
100 day survival
(95% vs 82%)

• eCoV+ pts had better 100 day
survival
• eCoV+ pts showed evidence of
shorter COVID‐19 residence.

Bottom line: History of frequent common colds is BENEFIT for COVID‐19 survival
Sagar, et al., Sept 2020; J Clin Invest; https://www.jci.org/articles/view/143380/pdf

eCoV+ Pts show
shorter duration
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